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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS:

 1. Print and cut out the provided templates.  Trace both butterfly pieces 16 times each onto the back of your desired 
prints.  Cut these out.  

2. Lay them out in sets of 2 in front of you, giving you a total of 16 sets.  Adhere the center of each butterfly 
together on the main body only.  *Note: depending on the size of your wreath, lay out your butterflies on the wreath 
at this point to make sure you will have enough.  If not, cut more at this point.  

3. Take out your beading wire, bead strands, and pliers.   Measure 3 1/2” of wire, thread 4-5 beads (can use the 
same colors or alternating ones) onto the next section of wire, and add on an additional 3 1/2” before cutting the 
wire at the end.  set the beads on the center of your 1st butterfly, wrapping the wire ends around to the back of the 
butterfly.  Twist these 2 sections together, trimming the excess and wrapping the loose ends into the existing shape.  
Repeat this process for your remaining butterflies.

4. Before adhering the butterflies to the wreath, add a set of antenna onto each one.  To do this, cut a 4 1/2” piece 
of blue and silver beading wire (total of 2 pieces).  Attach them to the butterfly (either behind the butterfly or to the 
top of the beaded section).  Twist these pieces together, bending the top into a small loop with your pliers when you 
reach the end.  Add a 2nd antenna to your butterfly using the same method.  Repeat this process for the rest of the 
butterflies. *Note: To accelerate this process, use the end of a power drill to wrap your wires together.  Make sure to 
use it on low speed and hold onto one end so that it will stay in one line.

5. Adhere butterflies to your wreath as desired.  

Skill Level 1: no experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: under 1 hr

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  
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•	 DCWV® “All Dressed Up” Stack 
12”x12” Printed Stack

•	 Grapevine wreath
•	 2 Strands of silver glitter beads
•	 2 Strands of clear beads
•	 Silver glitter
•	 26 Gauge silver and blue beading wire
•	 Scissors

•	 Beading pliers
•	 Electric drill (*optional)
•	 Paper crafting adhesive 

(including hot glue)
•	 Ruler
•	 Pencil

Craft with Jo-Ann
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